**Revival and Renovation of Traditional Water Bodies (Teerthas)**

**Amutha Teertham**

*By*

*Green Rameswaram Trust*

**Teertha Location:**

Teertham is on its way to Dhanushkodi inside the Nambu nayaki Amman temple

**Teertha story:**

They say this is just an offshoot of Deva Teertham and is known as Amutha Teertham.

**Teertha Benefit:**

It is also known as universal relief (Sarvaroga nivarani) because of its incorporation into the turmeric offering. There is also the practice of providing this Teertha as a cure for the disease.

**Teertha revival process**

The Teertha was formally renovated with the permission of Sri Ramanathaswamy temple authorities. Authorities of City Union Bank willingly supported the renovation work as a part of their CSR activity. Priests of this temple Shri. Nambu Saravanan, Shri. Pitchai and Shri. Kannan cooperated during the renovation work.
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